ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion battery systems are being considered as a promising energy storage solution because of their advantages in energy and power density, cycle durability and low selfdischarge rate. Advanced battery systems have been widely used in portable electronics. The improvement in performance and decrease in price per unit makes batteries generally feasible for large scale stationary energy storage application, such as smart grids, solar and wind energy. In addition, battery systems are an important candidate for plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) and electric vehicle (EV) energy storage. In many battery applications, in order to make informed control decisions, the battery management system is required to predict the battery response based on measurable input and output. To serve this purpose, an 'application-based' battery model must 1) capture the pertinent battery characteristics as accurate as necessary, 2) have practically identifiable model parameters, 3) practical integration with the chosen battery control algorithm and be, 4) computationally efficient.
FIGURE 1. SCHEMES OF VAROIUS BATTERY EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELS: (A) SINGLE RESISTOR MODEL, (B) PNGV MODEL, (C) TWO RC CIRCUIT MODEL, (D) RUN TIME BASED MODEL
The ECM is a popular solution to 'application-based' battery modeling. It simulates a system using networks of electrical components such as voltage sources, capacitors, and resistors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . ECM based battery models are widely used because they are able to simulate a battery system's electrical performance; they are also physically justifiable with limited insights of battery cell electrochemical reactions in a lumped sense. A simple battery ECM is a voltage source in serial with a resistor as shown in Figure 1 (A) [8] . This type of model is easy to parameterize, integrate into performance simulations [9, 10] and be used for state estimation [11] . For some applications, the prediction results of the single-resistor ECM is too responsive and unable to capture the charge transfer phenomenon that occurs in a battery. A step further is to add a paralleled RC circuit to the single-resistor model shown in Figure 1 (B) [12] . This type of ECM can be parameterized using a hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) test schedule ( Figure 7 ). [3, 13] . For some modern battery chemistries, such as LiFePO4 positive electrode, the transient response of a battery possesses both short and long time-constants. An ECM with two RC branches and one serial resistor as shown in Figure 1 (C) provides a satisfactory fit to the battery transient response [14] [15] [16] . A battery 'Run Time' based ECM model presented by Min et al. [7, 17] , as shown in Figure 1(D) , adds a 'Run Time' section that includes self-discharge and capacity fading into the model. A comprehensive battery model representing battery performance over the entire battery life may include the following characteristic functions: 1) available capacity as a function of cycle number, temperature, and current; 2) available capacity as a function of storage time; 3) OCV as a function of state-of-charge (SoC); and 4) transient response to electrical loads. Many model structures have been proposed by others that partially incorporate the above characteristics, but a complete model covering all of the above characteristics while maintaining the specific capability of being integrated into a BMS has not yet been developed. Also, for a model to be integrated into the battery management application it should require only simple parameterization tests and be computationally efficient to keep hardware costs at a minimum. Consequently, this paper follows the steps of modeling, parameter identification and simulation to validate the advantages of the proposed model. Section 1 presents the battery ECM modeling with detailed model components. Section 2 introduces the model parameter identification platform and simulation of the model in state space form. Section 3 describes battery tests conducted. Section 4 covers results and discussion of the testing, model parameters identification and simulation. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
BATTERY EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELING
The scheme of the proposed comprehensive battery ECM is illustrated in Fig. 2 
Definition:
A battery is fully discharged after the low voltage cut-off is reached during a 1C discharge.
Definition: A battery's total capacity C BATT is the total charge removed from the battery fully charged state to fully discharged state via 1C. This paper will use Ah as the unit of capacity.
Definition: A battery's nominal capacity C NOM is the total capacity of a fresh cell. In this paper the C NOM value specified by the battery manufacturers were used.
Definition: A battery's SoH is the total capacity divided by the nominal capacity.
FIGURE 2. PROPOSED BATTERY COMPREHENSIVE ECM MODEL

Transient model
The transient model represents the battery terminal voltage U BATT as the sum of five voltage components V L and V S are solved by integrating the current through the RC branch circuit 1 1
and
V H adds a zero state hysteresis term to the model OCV values can then be evaluated by taking the mean of two voltage measurements (solid line in Fig. 3 ).
FIGURE 3. OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AND HYSTERESIS VOLTAGE ESTIMATED VIA VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT AFTER 1HR RESTING
Long-Term Model
Battery SoC is indicated by columbic counting and by referencing the battery OCV. However, in high power-energy ratio applications, battery operation limits were usually enforced by voltage cut-offs rather than an SoC limitation. As illustrated in Figure 4 , given the battery high and low voltage cutoffs to be 2.8V and 4V, when the battery is charged or discharged at 1C it is cycled through the full range from 0% SoC to 100% SoC as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4 . However, when cycled at 2C, dotted line in Fig. 4 , it cannot reach 100% of the range due to the voltage cutoffs. In this paper, the SoC function was defined as follows Definition: A battery's state-of-charge SoC is estimated by current integration 1 ( )
where I SD is the estimated self-discharge current. SoC can also be estimated through OCV(SoC) function look up.
Definition: A battery's voltage based state-of-charge SoC V
indicates the battery state of charge by simply monitoring the battery terminal voltage. Referring to the example in Figure 3 , As illustrated in Fig. 5 , a battery system with proper thermal and electrical management operates within temperatures ranging from 0 to 40 o C and SoCs ranging from 10% to 90%, and only within these states the model has known parameter values. Note that the battery degradation process is highly related to cell temperature and SoC. As a result, the curve fitting parameter P 2 and P 3 (marked with star in Fig. 5 ) are SoC and temperature dependent. However, a large amount of empirical data is required to draw an accurate estimation of parameter P 2 and P 3 . As a result, the battery management's scope is to use pre-identified P 2 and P 3 . The tradeoff here is that having a large lookup table is far more computationally efficient than needing to solve a large set of physically based partial-differential equations in real-time. Some evaluation methods of P 2~P4 will be presented based on battery testing in the Results and Discussion section.
Model implementation
The , , 
BATTERY TESTNG
Battery tests are performed to demonstrate that the proposed ECM can be identified use battery input/ output measurement and to validate the battery model in a real application. To show that the battery works for various chemistries four types of batteries were selected as test samples as listed in Tab. 1. Battery testing was performed using an Arbin Instruments BT2000 battery testing station with a TestEquity temperature chamber as shown in Fig. 6 .
FIGURE 6. BATTERY CYCLER AND TEMPERATURE CHAMBER
Steady capacity and HPPC testing
Proposed by the PNGV battery testing manual, steady capacity tests and HPPC tests provide the necessary data to quantify the battery capacity and estimate dynamic characteristics. First, the battery is fully charged; Second, the battery is fully discharged. Third, after a full charge the battery is discharged by 10% of its capacity followed by a 1 hour rest. Following this a 10 second discharge pulse, 10 second rest and 10 second charge pulse are performed and again 10% SoC is discharged followed by a 1 hour rest. An example test schedule is plotted in Fig. 7 .
FIGURE 7.STEADY CAPACITY AND HPPC TESTING SCHEDULE
To identify the model parameters that are temperature dependent multiple HPPC tests are performed on single cells with different constant environmental temperature settings.
Vehicle drive cycle testing
The vehicle drive cycle test simulates an automotive environment. The test profile was generated using the MATLAB-based ADVISOR vehicle simulator software representing a battery cell's usage in a Chevy Volt plug-in hybrid vehicle. As illustrated in Figure 8 , the battery is exposed to varying temperatures ranging from 0ºC to 40 ºC, and is repetitively cycled with UDDS, HWY, and US06 vehicle driving profiles.
FIGURE 8.DRIVE CYCLE TESTING SCHEDULE
Accelerated cycle and calendar aging testing
Batteries lose capacity as cycle life and calendar life degradation increases. Tests were conducted to achieve accelerated aging of cells. The cycling aging test was performed by cycling a cell at -15 ºC. Meanwhile the battery was cycled using a US06 driving profile. Calendar aging tests were performed by storing 5 cells in a temperature chamber set to constant 70 ºC with SoC levels varying from 25% to 100%.
Battery tests conducted on different cells are summarized in Tab. 2. Figure 9 presents the model parameter identification results of CELL1. This is a LiFePO-Graphite based cell. The battery input and output data was extracted from Steady Capacity and HPPC test results. As indicated in Fig. 9 (A)(C)(E), the battery equivalent resistance R O , R L , and R S increases as the battery SoC decreases and the temperature is decreased. Also, battery model transient response time constant (C L R L ) peaks when the SoC approaches 0% and 100%. As a result, the battery has longer charge transfer process at low and high SoC. As shown in Fig. 9(F) , the OCV(SoC) has a flat curve from 10% SoC to 90% SoC, but varies rapidly when approaching 0% and 100%. Figure 10 presents the model parameter identification results of CELL2. This is a LiNiCoMn-Graphite based cell. As indicated in Fig. 10 (A)(C)(E), the battery equivalent resistance R O , R L , and R S follows the same trend with respect to temperature and SoC as CELL1. Different from CELL1, CELL2's time constant of long transient response is much longer as shown in Fig. 10(C)(D) that the voltage contribution of V L can be ignored. The internal resistance is higher than CELL1 resulting in lower efficiency. As shown in Fig. 10(F) , the OCV(SoC) function of CELL2 varies more than CELL1 but in a linear format . These two sets of test results indicate that batteries of difference chemistries can be well presented by the proposed model. The model parameters can be identified by simply using the battery input and output measurements. Using observation results and battery operation history, battery empirical ageing model can be estimated. The summarized aging model will be helpful for battery life optimization Simulation Utilizing parameterized the model of CELL1 and data from the vehicle drive cycle testing conducted on CELL1, the model simulated battery voltage output under varying temperature loads (ranging from 0 to 40 degree C) and under varying current loads (a mixed drive cycle profile includes US06, HWY, UDDS drive cycle scaled down to a single cell level). A truncation of the model input is shown in the upper plot of Fig. 11 , the predicted voltage output based on the proposed model and its estimation error compared to actual measurement was shown in the lower plot of Fig. 11 . The average error for voltage prediction was less than 5%. The proposed model is validated to be of good accuracy under varying load conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model parameters identification
FIGURE 11.DRIVE CYCLE TEST AND SIMULATION RESULT
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new ECM based model directly designed to be integrated into a BMS for the purpose of SoC and SoH estimation. First, a review of some of the more common equivalent circuit models was presented, which include the simple single-resistor model, the Thevenin model, a dual RC-Thevenin model and finally the 'Real Time' model. Essentially, they grow in complexity in an effort to track a battery's dynamics more completely.
For example, the simplest single-resistor model can only capture a generalized instantaneous voltage response for the cell and has no time response at all. The RC elements are then added to improve the transient accuracy, however then when one concerns a design around the full life of the battery pack that time dynamic becomes important as well. The model presented here expands further on this notion and couples three models of vastly varying time dynamics to efficiently model all pertinent dynamics of a battery throughout its entire life. After proposing our model and discussing how it alleviates the need for a practical and simple to implement model for estimation in a real-time setting data was presented for the battery types of battery testing that could be used to parameterize this model. The simplest tests used are the capacity test and HPPC test at different constant temperature set-points. This is then executed over the entire range of temperatures that will be seen for the given application. Dynamic drive cycle testing may be used to either replace or build upon the HPPC data set and run at various temperature set-points. Finally, the ageing tests that were used covered both throughput and calendar affects and a low temperature cycle test was run in parallel to high temperature storage tests to expedite degradation. Lastly, the model parameters were validated through simulation and comparison to the test data to quantify the accuracy it is able to provide on the three main response times it covers.
